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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO, KRIS LINDAHL:

I have never been more bullish on Crypto! In the past week, the top 10 cryptocurrencies are up on average 19.6%, and
BTC is up a stunning 73% in the past 9 days. Amidst the global financial meltdown, where the world’s largest stock
market, the NYSE, is on-track to post its worst monthly performance in history.

I suspect the influx of investors to crypto was led by the Fed announcing unlimited Quantitative Easing (“QE”) last
week, to an already existing national debt of $23tn! A result of central banks refusing to tackle the fundamental flaws
of monetary policy while printing the once mighty dollar to less than 3% of its original founding value, leaving the
working class tapped out on debt to sustain a living. It gets worse. For those that read the fine print, the Fed’s
measures included the complete removal of Fractional Reserve Banking. US banks will now be allowed to retain zero
cash reserves for their customers’ own deposits, most likely because they are broke. The Fed has shot its biggest
weapon and it smells like fear of the worst-case scenario.

Probabilities now favour that some stock markets may temporarily close to curtail losses, which would be an act of
admission that the legacy financial system is broken. A culture of short-term profits and maximising shareholder
value has now been brought to its knees by a virus with less than 5% mortality rate. By no means is Covid-19 the
villain in this story, it’s a cultural problem, of valuing profits over sustainability. So there is no war chest to tackle the
pandemic, apart from abusing the money-printing monopoly at the detriment of the working class and future
generations, yet again.
We are living in truly unprecedented times. Country after country is shutting down with no signs of capitulation.
Combine that with the breakdown of OPEC, as Russia and Saudi Arabia engage in a chest-beating contest that will hurt
entire economies, it is understandable to be disheartened by current events. Yet, never let a good crisis go to waste,
because there is a new hope, my dear friend. Take this opportunity to educate yourself on the benefits of Crypto and
decentralised financial technology. After all, its officially springtime, so out with the old and in with the new. We are
here to help bridge that knowledge gap. Let’s make capitalism sustainable together, peer-to-peer .
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Bitcoin showing Bullish signs
and early promise of
becoming a Covid-19 safe
haven asset.

The emerging financial
recession and the COVID-19
pandemic continue to
generate fear across
financial markets. However,
some analysts expect BTC to
reverse in the short term,
after showing early signs of
decoupling from traditional
markets in the past week.

Fed-Induced ‘Deflation
Crisis’ Will Cause Bitcoin to
Soar

The growing U.S. workforce
and retirement of the
boomers will force the Fed
to double its balance sheet,
which may lead to low or
even negative yields.

These conditions may drive
investors to seek assets that
are scarce or appreciating in
value, and bitcoin is the
number one candidate.

The Fed Fires ‘The Big One’.

In what CNBC described as
a “new chapter in the Fed’s
money printing history”, it
has now ended Fractional
Reserve Banking. Banks will
no longer be required to
maintain any liquidity, a first
in banking history. Until
further clarification or
notice, banks need not hold
any reserve against their
assets. This means that
banks could theoretically
continue making loans to
infinity.
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Crypto-miners Donate
Computing Power to Help
Researchers find a Cure for
Covid-19

Folding@Home is a platform
that diverts donations of
spare computational power
toward medical and
scientific research. On Feb.
27, F@H announced an
initiative to harness a global
computer network to
contribute computing power
towards creating treatments
to combat COVID-19.

Ethereum co-Founder, Vitalik
Buterin, Reveals vision for
ETH 2.0 Development.

As blockchain technology
matures, the co-Founder of
Ethereum stated “over the
last 2 years there has been
a solid shift from ‘blue sky’
research, trying to
understand what is possible,
to concrete research and
development, trying to
optimize specific primitives
that we know are
implementable”.

https://u.today/bitcoin-charts-bullish-as-btc-starts-decoupling-from-traditional-markets-trader-willy-woo
https://www.ccn.com/fed-induced-deflation-crisis-will-cause-bitcoin-to-soar-analyst/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bobhaber/2020/03/16/the-fed-fires-the-big-one/#2f7e7b856aa8
about:blank
https://cointelegraph.com/news/foldinghome-surpasses-400-000-users-amid-crypto-contribution
https://cointelegraph.com/news/vitalik-reveals-his-vision-for-the-next-decade-of-eth-20-development
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TOP 10 DIGITAL CURRENCY SUMMARY
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Source: coincodex.com (24.03.2020)
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WELCOME TO DIGITAL ALCHEMY

In the following pages, we
share select high-level
NikolinTM forecasts and
analysis for Bitcoin, the
largest digital currency by
market capitalisation.

These forecasts are
subject to the most recent
market data and are for
educational purposes only.

DFC employ a proprietary
Quantitative Algorithm,
named NikolinTM, providing
global market leading
cryptocurrency forecasts.

It utilises a mathematical
triangulation of both
fundamental and technical
analysis, in combination
with statistical arbitrage.
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Nikolin Entry and Exit Targets Shown in Chart.

7 Day Forecast:

Despite investors fleeing to BTC in the past week,
its too early to confirm a bullish reversal as we are
still in a low-probability market scenario and advice
caution in the markets.

NikolinTM has forecast a potential short-term top at
$7635-8818 from 26-28 March, if price corrects
downward from there we may see a confirmed
macro bull market tentatively on 1-5 April with a
price floor at $5424.

30 Day Forecast:

NikolinTM is waiting to confirm the above bullish
market reversal in the short-term, but anticipates a
macro bull reversal no later than end of April.

6 Month Forecast:

We have never been more bullish on BTC, as QE
and low interest rates will hurt both the GBP and
USD, while BTC’s supply remains limited to only
21m coins, delivering a hedge against the imminent
supply dilution of fiat currencies.

Proprietary Forecasts of Digital Future Capital – for educational purposes only (Data from 21.03.2020)

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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The Fear and Greed Index to the right is an apt
indicator of market sentiment to gauge investment
timing.

There are two simple assumptions:

Extreme fear (0), could indicate that investors are
in a state of panic leading to oversold price
conditions.

Extreme Greed (100), the market is likely in
Euphoria leading to overbought conditions.

Analysis:

In the past week, the crypto market sentiment has
slightly increased from 9 to 12, as we are seeing
an influx of new investors leading to Crypto
decoupling from Traditional stock markets.

It is too early to confirm a macro bull market
reversal, but we remain vigilant that we are now
within oversold conditions in the crypto markets.
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Source: alternative.me (Data from 21.03.2020)

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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BITCOIN LONGS VS. SHORTS
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LvS Ratio (Weekly Close)

Analysis of the Bitcoin Long Vs Short positions is
an indication where investors are placing their
capital.

There has been a continued decline in Long
positions, as investors are still fearful of further
downside amid rising concerns over the World
Economy following the Covid-19 outbreak.

We are observing a large percentage increase in
short positions as a reaction to the negative
market sentiment, however, Longs still outweigh
Shorts by a 2.21 : 1 ratio and there has been a
slight increase in Long positions as new investors
are hedging into cryptocurrencies this past week.

We typically expect shorts to outsize longs prior to
a reversal in market price action, yet with QE we
may see an earlier than anticipated market
reversal.

Data from TradingView symbol: BTCUSDLONGS and BTCUSDSHORTS

More Info: Long and Short Positions in the Market
(Data from 24.03.2020)

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
about:blank


TRADITIONAL STOCK MARKET OVERVIEW
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Analysis of the Traditional Stock Market behaviour provides an
indication of the state of the world economy and any
correlations to crypto market price action.

In light of recent events, we are observing extreme fear in both
Crypto and Traditional Markets, yet the fear is slightly relenting
in Crypto and growing with Traditional stocks. Bitcoin has
started to show early promise of recovery, and has decoupled
itself from the continued sell-off in the traditional market place.

The economic uncertainties of the pandemic is leading to
macro investors remaining fearful of the outcome for all major
markets and retreating to cash, either paper-based or digital.

A brief overview of the selected markets:

• Gold (XAUUSD): a historical “safe heaven” asset – typically climbs 
during times of crisis.

• Crude Oil (UKOIL): indicator of economic activity; fall in prices 
reduces the cost of production and sales for businesses. 

• LSE (LSE): London Stock Exchange – UK macro economics
• NYSE (NYA): New York Stock Exchange – US macro economics
• SSE (000001): Shanghai  Stock Exchange – Chinese macro 

economics
• JPX (NI225): Japanese Exchange Group – Japanese macro 

economics

Market Price Comments Summary

Gold/USD $1498 Gold is showing signs of correction from a 7 year high ($1703). This reversal
has come 16 days earlier than forecast, however, narrowly missing a price
target of $1722. We expect to find critical support at $1374.

Bearish

Brent
Crude/USD

$25.30 Oil has been in a corrective bear market since 2008, the current trade war
between Russia and Saudi Arabia have devastated the oil market during the
Covid-19 outbreak. Down 63% from the start of the year; currently in a free
fall, we anticipate price support at $23 per barrel.

Bearish

LSE 6220p A merger between LSE and Refinitiv had fuelled bullish optimism for the LSE, a
parabolic run has stopped at all time highs of 8606p. A strong bounce off the
5348p support this past week may slow the free fall at market open.

Bearish

NYSE 9133.16 As the US announced a closure of borders, all American markets have taken a
heavy loss due to Covid-19 outbreak. NYSE is down 31.6% from ATH, support
at 9198.939 has failed to hold, expecting further sell offs at the opening bell.

Bearish

SSE 2745.6182 The Shanghai Stock Exchange remains stable compared to other major
markets. A similar market stability was observed during the 2002 SARS
epidemic. The SSE is only down approx. 12% from the start of the year,
showing little volatility during this time of crisis. A macro upward trend
preparing to continue.

Consolidation

JPX 16923.29 Following a similar trend to the rest of the Western Markets, JPX (or Nikkei)
has felt the effect of the Covid-19 outbreak. JPX has suffered a 31% loss since
the start of the year, passing support levels. Next support at 15572.01

Bearish

Source: CNN Fear and Greed Index

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
about:blank


BLOCKCHAIN BASICS: WHAT IS ETHEREUM?
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In 2013, programmer Vitalik Buterin
created a new technology, called
Ethereum (ETH), aimed at improving
how the internet creates and transfers
value.

Since the birth of the internet,
enormous amounts of data, about
everything and everyone, has been
collected and stored in vast server
rooms – this has posed a threat to
identity theft from hackers.

Ethereum allows users to securely store
their data online through the use of
cryptography on the blockchain. Now
there is no need for a centralised server
room to store your data, it is stored with
every server on the blockchain, but only
you are able to access it!

One of the many innovative uses for
Ethereum is the development of “Smart
Contracts”.

These are digital contracts which
execute agreed commands at certain
stages; for example, if you’re selling
your property, upon an acceptance of
an offer, the smart contract would
automatically exchange the deeds to
the property for money, without the
need for a third party (like a lawyer) to
verify the transaction and take a cut.

Ethereum has a built in method of auto-
contract settlement, called Ether. The
combination of smart contracts and
blockchain is what makes ETH a truly
disruptive digital technology.

Ethereum is a decentralized 
and self-contained economy 
for transactional automation, 
it’s uses are virtually endless.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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ABOUT DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL
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Click Here
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“Cryptocurrency Market Insight” (the report) by Digital Future Capital (DFC) is a report focusing on cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech projects. Information published in 
the report aims to inform and educate the public about developments in the market for the rapidly emerging cryptocurrency industry.

All content that is published is for informational purposes only and no content is intended to be a recommendation for making financial transactions or investments. We do 
not provide financial advice and are not responsible for losses in the market 

• We have made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information in the report is accessible, accurate and up-to-date, but subject to technical problems, errors and 
inaccurate information may occur. 

• Investing in cryptocurrency and technology companies involves considerable risk. To understand the risk you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own 
analyses and seek advice from an independent and approved financial advisor before deciding to take action. Investments also have tax consequences that you must take 
responsibility for investigating and living.

• We disclaim any responsibility for expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damage arising from, or in any way related to, the use of information in this report. You, 
the user, are fully responsible for your own investment activities. 
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Empowering Economic Evolution

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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